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Abstract

Tbe main purpose of the paper is to estimate a function of demand

for labor (botb for production workers and working hours) for tbe U.S. Manu-

facturing lndustry for the period 1956-84.
The praposed functional form includes, among explanatory uariables, the

stock of capital and its auerage age in addition to output and trend. Sucb a
specification is aimed at capturing the incidence of the "indirect" component of
labor input, ubose behauior cannot be described in a flow-to-flow relationship
with output, and is assumed to be complementary to tbe accumulation of
capital.

The auerage age uariable is aimed at partially capturing the effect of tbe
embodied tec hnical progre ss.

Tbe results of the estimations appear to be encouraging for the basic
hypotheses.

Introduction

In recent years "segmentation" theorists have increasingly challenged
tl're positing of homogeneous labor as a feasible model. Different characteris-
tics of two (or more) segments of the labor force are often expressed in terms
of social, behavioral, racial factors, etc.; these elements are essentially extrin-
sic to the stictly technical features of the production process. This paper
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explores the implications of a particular type of heterogeneitv in the u'ork
force rvhich stems from differences in the role and characteristics of labor
utilization inside the production process. The most obvious example is the
distinction between white collar and manual labor; but also within the
aggregate which is normall;' classified in statistical sources as "production"
or "operative" labor, it seems increasingly relevant to make a distinction
between "directly" and "indirectly" productive components. This dichotomy
is not expressly related to the personal characteristics of the labor force
(such as sex or age referred to in segmentation theories); rather, it emerges
from differences in the nature of the tasks performed, independendy of
these individual factors. In this paper various implications of this duality
hypothesis will be developed in terms of a model of labor demand; major
results of empirical estimates for manufacturing in the United States from
1956 to 1984 will also be outlined.

The Coruposition of Total Labor Input

The traditional approach to empirical analvsis of demand for operative
labor posits a homogeneous labor input whose relationship to the level of
production (in terms of elasticitl ', lagged response, etc.) is explored using
different behavioral hypotheses to explain demand for labor. I'troducing a
concept of "labor hoarding" andf or existence of lags in the adjustrnent of
current input requirements to optimal demand does not contradict the core
of the traditional vision of labor input as florv of productive services functio-
nally related to the flow of production.

In partial contrast to this frameu'ork, it u'il l be proposed that it is pos-
sible and useful to distinguish between "direct" and "indirect" components
within the aggregate of "producrion" labor. This distinction is to a cerrain
degree an extension of the traditional dichotomv between productive and
"overhead" labor, the latter generalll ' defined as clerical, administrative and
a paît of technical personnel. It is our belief that a significant sector exisrs,
rvithin the aggregate designated as "production" or "operative" labor, u,hose
functional determination and dynamic behavior cannot be incorporated into
the "flow against flou"'theory; this sector's "quasi-fixed" nature in the face
of short-run output fluctuation calls for further or alternative causal explana-
tion. Unfortunately, the distinction between "directly productive" and "indi-
rect" labor cannot be quantitativelv ascertained with available statistics;
rigorous investigation u'ould require case studies of individual processes.
Furthermore) over the course of a work year or even durinq a work dav. the
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same personnel may perform both direct and indirect tasks; thus, a clear
indentification of direct versus indirect workers and corresponding work-time
may not be feasible. The introduction of this dichotomy into labor input
theory, may, nevertheless, be useful in interpreting current behavior of
aggregate u'ork hours and employment.

In particular, this new aspect may bear upon the perennial controversy
over the interpretation of empirical evidence of increasing returns to labor
in the short-run, and possible ways of reconciling this evidence with ortho-
dox models of factor demand by firms.

According to the theory of the influence of an "overhead" component
upon behavior of aggregare labor input, this component's rigidity through-
out the cycle would explain the procyclical behavior of measured (average)
productivity; such a hi'pothesis has often been advanced as rhe most
convincing explanation of the "increasing returns" paradox. As a rule,
hou'ever, the "overhead" component has been wholly identified u,ith nonpro-
duction (clerical/administrative/certain technical) workers; u'hile the empiri-
cal anal;rsis restricted to the aggregate of production workers, still prevailing-
ly showed evidence of sRIRL'. It is believed that this framework, to wit
searching for a rationale for non-proportionalities betrveen u,ork hours and
output variabilitv u'ithin the production process itself, mighr represenr a
valid groundu'ork for interpreting these phenomena.

The Model

Let those rvork hours, functionally' related to output on a flou,-to-flou'
basis, be termed "directl' productive (or more briefl1', direct) hours". Anv
variation of production thus requires some variation of dírect hour input.

Indirectl,v producti'e (indirect) hours are rhose u,ork hours that, a/-
though techno/ogically necessarl- for the realization of the production process,
do not depend on output flou.

All production processes, even the most primitive, require a quota of
total labor time for overseeing the instrumental inputs and the goods in-
voh'ed in the production process (maintenance and repair, storage, etc.).

Apart form speciff ing indirect rasks, hou'ever, it is more important to
point out that advances in technological sophistication have a tendenc,v to
raise the degree of separation of the u.orker from the production process in
its narrorver sense. The cutoff point is automation, where the entire process

'  For a recent  d iscussion,  see CosL'n l r - r  (1982).  For evidence of  increasins returns u,hen
product ion s 'orkers a lonc are considered,  see HuLrcnex (1965).  F,r rn (19(19).
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of transformation of material inputs is accomplished bv automata; residual
hours of operative workers may be considered a complement to machinerv,
necessary for its proper operation and control.

A simple formalization of an empirically testable model will now be
attempted on the basis of these definitions.

a) "Direct" hours imply a flow-to-flou, relation with output; an elastici-
tv coefficient specífies the required proportionalitv. At this point u,hat inter-
ests us is a theoretical formulation of an optimal hours requirement; there-
fore, specifications for lagged response or "labor excess" u'ith respect to an
optimal level, due to the existence of "labor hoarding" margins, u'il l not be
introduced.

The reiationship between hours and output will be altered over time
b1, technical progress. \íithout imposing unneccessarv restrictions, one mav
imagine technical progress operating through both a "disembodied" trend
and an "embodied" component; this advancement necessitates prior in-
vestment to incorporate new technologv and to improve average efficiency
of capital stock.

Thus the functional relationship for direct hours mav be specified in
the following form:

o- àtya
U D  ' l

Lt lKt I

u'here HP : direct hours, à is the exo€leneous rate of disembodied techni-
cal progress anci p (&) is an efficiencv index, to be specified, associated
with capital stock in operation during period r.

ó) Detailed specification of the indirect hours requirement rvould call
for an investigation of the technical structure of each particular process. No
such information is available at the level of aggregate data; thus, a plausible
approximation must be determined. If indirect hours are chiefly devoted to
servicing productive equipment rather than to manufacturing of materials,
then the capital stock in use could be considered an indicator of productive
capacity; the indirect hours requirement is derived from thís reasoning. In
such a simple hypothesis, the level of these hours is related to the capital
stock in operation and is "fixed" in the short-run with respect to variations
in output. It should be noted that the relationship implied between labor
and capital is reversed with respect to a traditional tu'o-factor production
function; this is so because an assumption of complementarity is introduced
between indirect components of labor input and capital stock.

The following is a quote from A.M. Okun:
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"For example, labor mav be needed to maintain overhead capiral: a u,orker
mav be needed merelv to lubricate an idle machine. In that case, the e mplovment
of such a u'orker is necessarv in a slump, although rhe reason he is needed stems
not from anv fixitv in the labor factor, but rather from a production function in
rvhich capital and labor are complementan'(ancl nor subsritutive) in the short-run"
( O k u n ,  1 9 8 1 ,  p .  1 7 ) .

In the h,vpothesis set forth in this paper short-run complemenrarity
concerns a section of the total u.ork force; it is agreed that the requirement
for indirect labor to service capital stock should be mainly related ro the
stock of the latter, rarher than to its rate of util ization'.

Labor saving through technical progress should also occur u,ith respect
to indirect hours through disembodied and embodied (e.g., nerv machinery
requiring less servicing) componenrs. Hence, the equarion u'ould be as
follorvs:

F," r  zR

u t r  -  c  t \ f

t t ' t K / )

where HF : indirect hours, and K : capital stock.
An appropriate operational model for empirical estimates must be speci-

fied in order to test rhe hvpothesis of a dual srucrure of labor input.
The dependent variable in the equarion shall be represenred by the

sum of HP and HF, to wit total labor input (number of hours rvorked by,
"production" workers, or the number oi production u,orkers employed;; the
dependent variable is specified in this u'av given the impossibilin,, as noted
earlier, of making separate estimates of "directly" and "indirectlv" produc-
tive labor input.

Formulation of the function p (K,), indicating the degree of effir:ienc1,
embodied in capital stock, is surely the mosr difficult task. An "efficiencv
index" should include the rate of "embodied" technical progress and some
indicator of the vintage srructure of the stock in use. From the obvious
consideration that recent investment in all likelihood incoroorate more effi-
cient technologies, a higher share of ne\\.er to total capitul stock shouid
increase efficiencv, coeteris paribus. For the rate of embodied technical
progress, we are here only able to add a further trend element, u'hile we
assume that the temporal structure of the stock in use can be adequately
described by the average age of the stock; i.e. greater average age is a proxy
for lower efficiency. Thus the formulation is as follows:

' Corr.pl"nlentaritl ' betu,een total labor input and capital stock also emerges from estimations
in p lur i - factor  (KLEÀ{) input  demand modcls.  (See Nlonnrso^- and Br,nNor,  1981).
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p (K,) - p.' (Kt) : ),ny'tA;^l

where ì : rate of "embodied" technical progress ) At : average age of

capital stock at time l.
The complete function for total labor input requirement thus becomes:

(1) H, : HP, I HF, - (e òtYf + aà''14) )",,ai'Al

The following log linear expression for the empirical estimation may be

derived from thís function:

(1 ' )  l gH,  : c+d( I - f ) . l gY ,  +  p f lgK , *

I ylgA, - t,l + 6'f + E0 - fl)t

u,here C : constant rermi f : HF (the share of indirect labor to total
H

l a b o r ) ' .
It is clear from the above equation that the coefficients of output and

capital srock are determined bv the elasticities of direct and indirect labor

rveighted by their respective share of total labor input. Hence, the empirical
estimate of labor elasticitl ' with respect to output rvill be decísivelv influ-
enced b1, labor input structure.

Constant or decreasing returns on directl-v productive labor input be-
come compatible with apparent evidence of increasing returns when total
labor input is considered.

Empirical Results

Equation (1') and a modified version u/ere tested on U.S. manufactur-

---lTl-r. 
lin.ar function exprressecl in logarithms nral be considered to be approrimatell' hold.

g iven the expression in terms of  r ,ar iat ion rates:

u : H P  i t p  - f l F  u i :
H H

- l ì  +  6 ' i  +  ò ( l  - l l ]  +  d t r  - l )  \ '  +

+ tJtk + yA

Unfortunatelr,. some "external" information rvould be required lbr the purpose of knou'ing

the share ' f '  and thus ident i fv ing elast ic i t l '  parameters,  Pat terns of  technical  progress leading tcr

changing proportions o{ direcr and indirect labor inputs n-rav in the longer run implv instabilitv of

the est imated elast ic i t ies.
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ing data for the period 1956-1984, for both total work hours and number of
product ion workers ' .

The modified version of equation (1) is derived from a simple alge-
braic operation which allowed introduction of the capital/outpur rario as a
variable (K,lY,) Equation (1) can be rewritten in the follorving wa1':

(2) H, : 
lnu'",

And the following logarithmic expression may be derived from the
above equation:

t2 ' )  lsH, -  C + la( I  -  f )  + l l f )  le y,  +

+ ff  \e ( i l  0 + òf + à,(r_ f l t  a yrgA,
The only difference beru,een equarions (1') and (2') lies in the value of

the production coefficient; in equation (2') the value is determined by the
sum of the production and capital stock coefficients of equation (1').

The tu'o equations have been formulated utilizing both the number of
hours u'orked bv production workers and, directl1,, the number of produc-
tion rvorkers in the manufacturing sector, to determine labor input, lvfanufac-
turing production data u.as used to determine the value of outout. With
regard to capital stock for absolute accuîacy only net capital data should be
used, in view of the fact that this data more accurarelv represents the
make-up and technological structure of machine., u.,uuilv in use; as is
u'ell-known, however, the depreciation computation in the available data is
based on very elementarr, (straight line) depreciation h.vpotheses; for this
reason, both series of net capital and gross capital srock u'ere used.

Estimates u'ere formulated utilizing annual data; in this wa1' srucrural
components of labor demand, independent of the short-run cvcle, may be
more accuratelv determined. The esrimares are expressed in both a logarith-
mic base and in terms of variation rates; the latter are suitable for verifying
the stabilitl, of the relationships and for reducing possible phenom.na ol
multicollinearity. The results of our esrimates are indicated in Table 1 and

' Sources: Average u'eeklv hours and production indcxes - Et'onomic Report oi the President,
Februan 1985 -  Tables B- lB and B-.12.

Production and rclated *,orkers. u.S. Dept. of Lab.r. Enlotment and Earnings, 1981.
Constanl  cost  valuat ion of  f ixed nonresident ia l  pr ivate capi ta l  (gross and net)  and average age

(gross and net) - U.S. Dept. of Commerce. Bureau oi tconomic Analr,sis. Ì:ixed Reproducible
Tanpìble V/ealrh in the U S. 192t-84- Table A-1.

r .u, ( l) '",).o,n,
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2. It seems feasible to state in general that the results tend to confirm the

initial hypotheses with respect to labor input expressed in work hours as

well as to the number of production v/orkers 5.

Tasre 1.

DEPENDENT VARIABLE: TOTAL HOURS \IORKED BY PRODUCTION \IORKERS

KN KG IKN/y j /(c/l R4. Dw

t 2 , 95 )

- 0.05
(  12 .10)

- 0,06
(.r6.)7 )

t . 54
10.78)

0 .91
45.26\

i !?Z il osss 1 8r1 
i_=f _1- -

0.57

- 4.0)
( 4 . 1 6 )

I 
, 8.)1

t (5.52)
I

o 6r ìì o.sso
t+ . i  )

0.9 r '6

1.258

2.108

0.9'1
(7 .89  )

I o.s; 0.52
es .n l l  o . t o t

1..46
(9.82)

0.88
28.19j

0.90
( ] , 85 )

2 .5 )5

2.019

Legenda: C = Constant ;  t  = Trend; Y:  Product ion index;  KN: Capi ta l  s tock net

KG = capital stock gross; Z1 - Average age of capital stock (net or gross); /g = Natural logaríthm

R!' : Yearlv rate of variation; CO : Cochrane-Orcutt transformation'

' For logorithmic estimates where the D.V/. index indicated the presence of first order

autocorrelation, estimates on variables, transformed in accordance rvith the Cochrane-Orcutt

method. are also included. (Note how the coefficient values show good stability)'

3,:, j j j

I i,!!1, u"'

t . 19
(7 .86 )

+.#
oeo I  o5 t  ]L  o .s ;s  I
t ) . 8 2 t  ( 2 . 1 1 )  i  I
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Taet-r 2.
DEPENDENT VARIABLE: NUMBER OF PRODUCTION \íORKERS

, !  l i  ,  
1 o os,, l .r i t  I

0 .71
(21 .8)

0,85
( 5 . 7  4 )

- 9.22
\5 .56)

T

0.76
6.76)

0.85
5 . i 1 )

-  4 . 8
( ) . 3 )

-  0.05
(9 .58 )

0.19
26.1)

lg

-----

- 0.05
(  9 .58  )

L , 5 2
(1 ,93)

RY
_  \ ) )
(8.09) I

l n y
-  6.)8
(1  . i  6 )

Rl /

Lepexda:  C -  Constan t ;  I  :  T rend;  Y  -  Produc t ion  index ;  KN :  Cap i ta l  s îock  ne t :

KG :  Cap i ta l  s tock  gross ;  A  :  Average age o f  cap i ta l  s tock  (ne t  o t  g ross) ,  4g  -  Natura l  logar i thm:

RV : Yearlv rate of variatíon: CO : Cochrane'Orcutt transformation.

In particular, the confirmation of the existence of a direct reiationship

between labor demand for production workers and hours and inclustrial
product ive capacitv,  indicated by (net or grosst capital  stock and b1' thc
capital/income ratio, seems significant. This demonstrates how the theorv of
indirect labor also existing within the aggregate of production workers can
be tested using variables representing technological structure. AcceDting this

KG K,\/Y
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framework, one can draw interesting inferences regarding labor elasticitv

coefficients with respect to productíon. In all our estimates, the coefficients
u'ere found to be less than unit,v, demonstrating increasing returns. As

shown earlier, however, this coefficient is the product of directl;' productive

labor elasticity and its u'eight in aggregate labor input. For example, these
resuks can be considered compatibie u'ith a coefficient of actual elasticity of

direct u,'ork hours rvith respect to output equal to or greater than one, u'here
the share of indirect l '"'ork hours is greater than a value of l2-l3uo,

As was to be expected, the production coefficient in the emplol'ment
equations is considerabll' lou'er. With regard to labor demand expressed in
number of u'orkers, institutional rigiditl ' factors (adjustment costs, etc.)
should be consídered greater here than in the case of \\'ork hours; hence,

elasticitv coefficients equal to or greater than unitv, also u'ith regard to

directl,v productive u,orkers onlv, are extremelv unlikelv. Finallv, it should
be noted hou, the logarithmic estimates of labor demand, in u.'hich the

capital/íncome ratio variable is clearlv stated, demonsrate that the coeffi-

cients correspond almost exactlv to the algebraic sum of the production and
capital coefficients in equation ( 1') u; in coherence u'ith the algebraic trans-
formation implied.

All coefficients of labor elasticity demonstrate a significant direct rela-

tionship to capital stock variation. Coefficient values are considerably lorver

for estimates in which net capital is used; a reasonable explanation,
honever, may be found for this svstematic divergence'.

It should be noted that elasticity' coefficients, u'ith respect to capital,
are higher for labor input in terms of u'orkers than in terms of u'ork hours;
this is in contrast rvith rvhat occurred for production. As could be predicted,
horvever, the value vary onlv slighth', as thev refer tc'r fixed labor input in

u.'hich u'ork hours and emplovment should have the same dvnamic.
Average age coefficients are positive and above significance levels,

u,ith a time lag of one year in all cases, u'ith the exception of the equations

" fu ,Ì" variation rate estimates, the production coefficient in equation rvith the capital/

product ratio also has values close to the sum of the )'and K coefficients in the base equation;

in this case, however, the algebraic construction does not entail an exact relationship.
- 

Defining labor input elasticity in relation to net and gross capital as e. and e,-

respecr ivelv.  on, . .  can ea" ih dem.rnstrate th.  fo l lou ing equat ion.  apprt tx imat ing in terms . r [

f in i te var iat ion:

,  1  ADIaK(
t '  ' t t  

l  -  / )  ^ .

u 'here D -  ct rmulat i r ,e deprcciat ion (K(,  -  r \ \  + D)

I f  invcstrncnts are prcvalcnrh increasing over t ime, the m:rrg inal  inc idcncc oi  D is  lcss than

the a," ,eragc incic lence;  rhus er , /e1 rv i l l  be greatcr  rhan onc.  This is  a lso conf i rmecl  hv the regrcs

sion coef f ic icnts for  var iat ion r : r tes of  .k . .  ovcr  K. .
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using gross capital stock in employmenr equations. The existence of lag in
the significance of the age variable should reflect, in our opinion, a la[ i'
full activation of current investmenrs, for which th" ,t.,,.t,r.. of the .uiit"l
stock one-period before is more effective as indicator of the capacity in use.
The hypothesis that the efficiency component can be incorporaied through a
sinthetic indicator of the rime srrucruie of investimenrs is thus confirÀed.

The value of the trend variable summarizes the labor saving effects of
both embodied and disembodied technical progress; there 

*ar. 
highly

negative, indicating that demand for labor input is reduced, coereris prrib,-,r,
by approximately 5vo annually in terms oi hou* and by slighdy^ less in
terms of number of workers ..

- Further studv may lead to a better specification of the characteristics of
the technolog' in the model. The "a'erage age of capital', variable, apart
from its dependence on convenrional h-vpotír.ri, oi the lifespan' oi .-
quipment and plant, obviously covers onlv a "moment" in the time dismibu_
tion 'f productive machinerv. The high values an<l significance of the trend
reflect forrnulation limits of the model, i.e. the i,-,aùilitv of introducing a
specification of further varia-bles and facrors influencing the pace and the
shape of technical progress ".

It seems possible to affirm, nonetheress, that, overalr, the resurts are
encouraging for our basic hypothesis. In our opinion, the functional distinc-
tion in labor input berween directly and indirectly productive componenrs
r ' i th rcspecr to product ion * 'orkers can consrirute a useful  approach to rhe
debate a-r9und the problem of the dr,namic of rabor rerurns. In particular, it
is our belief that the inrroduction of this distinction - for labor input
expressed both in terms of number of *,orkers and in terms of *,ork hours -
can represent a plausible ansu'er to the difficulties encountered in interpret-
ing empirical estimates of labor rerurns.
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I-A\/OIìO DIRE,TTO E, INDIIìETTo It.\ UN x,'IoDELLo DI DONIANDA Dl

LA\IORO

Il srrggio srima, per f indLrstria rranifarruriera ame ricana e per i l  periodc)

i9t6-8-+, . ,n ,  f t tnr iun.  d i  domanda d i  lavoro,  espressa s ia i r . r  termin i  d i  ore tota l i

lar ' . r r , t tc  . 'he J i  occupazionc oPeraia
L'aspetto che differenzia la forma ir-rnzionale adottata dalle equazioni piùr

convepzi;nali è rappresenraro drll ' introduzione, fra le variabil i csplicatir. 'e, clello

stc,ck cli capitale e della sua età media in adciizione al volume de1la produzione'

Nel modello proposto, 1a relazione fra input di lavoro e accumulazione di capitale

ha segno p.,, i i , ir:o, in quanto si rit iene che componenti di lar,oro "incliretto" si

,.,.,uor,ì,,-,., in ntodo c()tÌrplementzìrc allo stock di attrezzature produttive a cll i  sono

asservit i. 11 lavoro indiietto viene definito come quello che, sebbene tecnologica-

,rrent" in.lirpcnsabile alla realizzazlone del processo produttivo' non dipende nel

bre,," p.,. i,ràO <lal f lusso di produzione attivata. L'introduzione dell 'età media si

propone lo scopo di catturare almeno in parte f incidenza del progre sso tectl ico
lin.nrpo.r,n" ,ulln produttività e quindi sui fabbisogni di lavoro. .Lln 

ciclo favore-

vole di investimenti, che abbassa letà media dello stock in uso, dovrebbe quindi'

coeteris pariblls, abbassare la <lomanda di lavoro'

I risulrati della stima sono nel complesso confortanti pef 1e ipotesi di base

,lel modello, e riteniamo possano raPPrcscntare un punto di riferimento pef i l

dibattito circa I ' interpretazircne della dinamica dei rendimenti del lavoro nel breve

periodo.




